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Figure 1: Aggregation of Les Miserables Character Relationship multivariate network using MultiAggr.The expanded AggrMatrix in
this figure shows that the most character interactions were in Chapter 8 indicating a significant event in the novel. Upon expanding
AggrMatrix for the Chapter 8 aggregated row, the expansion button reflects the act of expanding/retracting the row. Next to the
right of the AggrMatrix is a count column keeping track of the number of children nodes that belong to an aggregated group. Dual
color scale legends in the MultiMatrix Control Panel on the left of the AggrMatrix indicate the number of connections between
non-aggregated nodes and aggregated nodes.

A BSTRACT
The analysis of dense multivariate networks (MVNs), including the
data associated with the nodes and links, is an important task. Visualizing the attribute data in conjunction with the MVN data allows
researchers to identify new questions and patterns about an MVN.
Given limited screen space to visualize both MVN and attribute data
concurrently, researchers have to perform data wrangling operations,
including but not limited to aggregation, filtering, and sorting to
subset a dense MVN for visual analysis. This work presents MultiAggr, a technique for aggregating MVNs across a single axis using
categorical node attributes and the adjacency matrix layout of a
network. MultiAggr can be used to obtain insight about high-level
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overview patterns in different domains, including biology, social
science, literature, and engineering.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visualization techniques—Multivariate Networks
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I NTRODUCTION

A popular layout for visual analysis of MVN data is the Node-Link
Layout. However, the Node-Link Layout does not scale well and can
lead to the visual clutter, and visual clutter as the number of nodes
and links increase. Nobre et al. [4] identified the adjacency matrix
layout as an effective layout for visualizing MVN data because
nodes and attribute data can be represented using dedicated rows and
columns as well as support multiple analysis tasks such as grouping
and counting described by Lee et al. [3]. In practice, the adjacency
matrix layout for visualizing MVN data requires quadratic screen
space with respect to the number of nodes which limits the size of
the MVN and associated edge attribute data that can be visualized
without performing data preprocessing.
MultiAggr is inspired by Martin Wattenberg’s PivotGraph tool [6],
Kerzner et al.’s Graffinity tool [2], and Nobre et al.’s MVN research [4] by focusing on visual aggregation for MVN data using

categorical node attributes and the adjacency matrix layout. While
highly effective for the data domains they were developed for, PivotGraph and Graffinity are limited in the analysis features that allow
users to develop new insights about their MVN data. To address
these shortcomings, we developed MultiAggr, a domain agnostic
visual aggregation technique for aggregating dense MVN data using
categorical node attributes across a single axis using the adjacency
matrix layout. MultiAggr is built using the latest web technologies,
following a similar design to Graffinity but adds support for different
types of MVN data, buttons that indicate to a user expand/retracting
an aggregated row in a matrix, and a count column similar to the
group count in the PivotGraph Control Panel.
2 F ROM T HEORY TO F EATURE
MultiAggr expands the capabilities of Graffinity and the MultiMatrix Application by adding detail-on-demand interactions, count
summaries and dual visual encoding.
2.1 Detail-On-Demand Interaction: AggrMatrix
To show users an aggregated version of their MVN data using a
single categorical node attribute, we developed AggrMatrix. AggrMatrix is an adjacency matrix that represents the result of performing
MultiAggr on the MultiMatrix for a single categorical node attribute
and gives users a high-level overview of their MVN data as show in
Figure 2. Under the hood, AggrMatrix uses a rollup algorithm similar to PivotGraph’s rollup algorithm to aggregate MVN nodes into
unique groups based up on the categorical node attribute selected by
the user. Upon aggregation, the legend in the MultiMatrix Control
Panel changes to a new color scale indicating to users that they are
viewing aggregated data. Buttons next to the aggregated row labels
enable users to perform details-on-demand interaction [5] through
expanding and retracting aggregated groups of interest to see how
groups of nodes are related to one another and other nodes in the
multivariate network.
2.2 Data Summary: Count Column
We used Lee et al. and Nobre et al.’s research in data summary
analytics tasks to develop the Count Column shown in Figures 1 and
2 [3, 4]. As part of our work to develop rollup for the adjacency matrix layout, we use supernodes [1] and superlinks, aggregated nodes
and links for representing an aggregated MVN data set. Supernodes
support computing derived grouped values to enable users to keep
track of the number of items that belong to an aggregated group.
Since it is not clear from the legend and the filled-in cell how many
nodes belong to an aggregated group, we include the count column
as a data summary.
2.3 Visual Encoding: Dual Color Encoding
Upon expanding the AggrMatrix, we use a dual-color encoding inspired by Graffinity to indicate aggregated and non-aggregated nodes.
By dynamically expanding and retracting aggregated rows, users
can identify relationships between aggregated and non-aggregated
nodes and links to see how they relate to one another.
3 I MPLEMENTATION
MultiAggr is written in TypeScript, Vuetify, Vue, d3.js, and d3legend as part of the MultiMatrix Application, a tool for performing
interactive visual analysis of multivariate network data using an
adjacency matrix layout as part of the MultiNet toolkit. Currently,
MultiAggr supports small multivariate networks defined as less than
one hundred nodes with categorical node attributes.
4 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We wrote MultiAggr to demonstrate visual aggregation for categorical node attributes for domain agnostic multivariate network
data from academic theory and prototypes to a production tool. We

Figure 2: AggrMatrix for the Les Miserables Character Relationship
multivariate network. The categorical attribute selected is the group
attribute representing the different chapters of the novel which form
the row and column labels. To the right of the AggrMatrix is the
attribute column with different colored rectangles representing the
unique groups.

hope that our work contributes to the advancement of multivariate
network visualization and analysis and enables data analysts and
researchers to discover new high-level patterns in their work in addition to making data wrangling and visualization more accessible.
The MultiMatrix team plans to refine MultiAggr to support the tasks
and goals of the MultiNet NSF Project and address the needs of the
collaborators who are using MultiNet in their research.
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